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Abstract

Critical transistor dimensions scale below the 100 nm regime. where quantum mechanical

analysis is more appropriate than the semi-classical approach to model the device

parameters. Simulation tools. which can be applied to design nanoscale transistors in the

future. require new theory and modeling techniques that capture the physics of carrier

transport accurately and efficiently. Quantum analysis needs rigorous calculation and it is

time consuming. This thesis outlines an easy approach to model carrier transport in

nanoscale transistors which is in between semi-classical and quantum mechanical

analysis. The semi-classical expressions are modified so that the evaluated results are

consistent with that derived quantum mechanically. In this work •.carrier scattering in the

inversion channel has been described in terms of mobility. A simple model of the

effective mobility of MOSFET is proposed taking into account the carrier scattering

mechanisms. Current-voltage characteristics are obtained using the effective mobility.

The model shows good agreement with the simulation and experimental results for

nanoscale MOSFETs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 LiteratureReview

CMOS technology has been proven as one of the most important achievements in modem

engineering history [1]. It has been possible due to the exponential downscaling of MOS

devices over the last 30 years. The minimum dimension of a single device for present day

technology is about 100 nm in gate-length [1]. Continued success in device scaling is

necessary for further development of the semiconductor industry in the years to come.

According to the lTRS roadmap, the MPU physical gate length will be scaled down as

small as 15 nm by the year 2009 as shown in Fig 1.1 [2,3].
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Fig. 1.1: Evolution of the past and expected gate dimension of silicon

Transistor (Moore's law).
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As the device feature size enters into the nanoscale, the modeling and simulation of

carrier transport in MOS devices become challenging. MOSFET technologies under

development have channel lengths well below 100 nm where near-ballistic operation

becomes feasible. But device development and circuit simulation continue to be based on

traditional MOSFET models whose physical basis is losing validity as channel lengths

shrink below 100 nm [4]. As traditional MOS scaling methods become less effective,

nanoscale device modeling is needed to provide innovative new MOS devices as well as

to understand the limits of the scaling process. Modeling provides insight into the

operation of modem semiconductor devices and circuits, and simulation dramatically

reduces the development costs and time-to-market. Modeling is also needed to explore

. new device structures that may operate on principles different than those currently used.

In practice, MOSFETs operate below the ballistic limit because carriers scatter within the

device [5]. Mobility is an important parameter for carrier transport because it describes

how strongly the motion of an electron is influenced by an applied electric field. Mobility

is directly related to the mean free time between collisions, which in tum is determined

by the various scattering mechanisms.

The MOSFET characteristics in previous models were expressed in terms of scattering

parameters rather than mobility. MOSFET characteristics in presence of scattering were

described in terms of channel transmission coefficient [5] by Lundstrom. The channel

transmission coefficient was expressed in T, where T < I in the presence of scattering.

Comparisons with experiment showed that T is bias dependent. At low drain bias, T = 0.1

for L »100 nm n-channel MOSFET. (T = 0.05 for a p-MOSFET) while at high drain

bias, T = 0 for an n-MOSFET (T =; 0.5 for a p-MOSFET). Computing T rigorously is a

difficult problem that requires detailed numerical simulations. Lundstrom measured Tin

terms of mean-free-path, A. According to him, two types of mean-free-path are present in

MOSFET which are: the very short mean-free-path near the drain and the relatively long

mean-free-path near the source. Because scattering rates generally increase with energy,

the question of what mean-free-path is to use arised. Lundstrom saw that scattering in the

low field region near the source controls the on-current, so the mean-free-path near the

source was used in his work. According to him, carriers near the source gain little kinetic

2
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energy from the channel electric field and the mean-free-path is close to its near-

equilibrium value. The near-equilibrium mobility in a bulk semiconductor is related to

the near-equilibrium mean-free-path. The mobility measured in a long channel MOSFET

was used as a measure of the near-equilibrium mean-free-path for short channel device.

But the short channel mobility is not the same as that of a long channel MOSFET.

Because, mobility is measured in terms of the scattering mechanisms which are strongly

dependent on the channel length. Moreover, Lundstrom has mentioned no process to

measure the mobility for the derivation of mean-free-path.

Nanoscale MOSFET theory based on scattering was described by Anisur Rahman et al.

[4] in terms of channel backscattering coefficient, r. According to his scattering theory,

backscattering from the channel was determined only by a region of short length, I at the

beginning of the channel [4]. I is the distance from the top of the barrier to the point

where potential drops by kTlq volts. The channel backscattering coefficient was

determined from I by the momentum relaxation length, A in this low field kT layer. It

was found by momentum relaxation time. The momentum relaxation time was calculated

from low field mobility at the beginning of the channel and unidirectional thermal

velocity. For the analysis of 1- V characteristics, constant low field mobility (120 cm2N-s)

was assumed throughout the model. The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were

expressed in terms of a backscattering parameter, r by Lundstrom [6]. It was stated that

the concept of mobility continues to have relevance to ultrashort-channel MOSFETs as a

measure of channel backscattering. It was said that the backscattering parameter can be

estimated from the low field mobility. But how to measure the mobility was not

described and no expression for mobility was given in both works [4,6]. No relationship

was given between the mobility and the channel length. Also, the functional dependence

on device parameters and terminal voltages of the backscattering parameter were not

specified.

Mobility was modeled for long channel MOSFETs by Takagi et al.[7,8] considering

different scattering mechanisms. They have given expressions for the mobility due to

phonon scattering and surface roughness scattering. Then they found the total mobility

3
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for this two scattering mechanisms. The Coulomb scattering was derived by subtracting

the total mobility from the universal mobility curve. The mobility model mainly

emphasizes on the substrate impurity concentration and on temperature. No relationship

was developed with the channel length of the device.

1.2 Scaling Devices to Their Limits

There are two primary device structures that have being widely studied and used in

CMOS technology. One is the bulk structure, where a transistor is directly fabricated on

the semiconductor substrate. The .other one is called SOl (silicon-on-insulator), where a

transistor is built on a thin silicon layer, which is separated from the substrate by a layer

of insulator. The bulk structure is relatively simple from a device process point of view,

and it is still the standard structure in almost all CMOS based products until this day [I].

Regarding conventional silicon MOSFETs, the device size is scaled in all dimensions,

resulting in smaller oxide thickness, junction depth, channel length, channel width, and

isolation spacing. Currently, 90 nm (with a physical gate length of 50 nm) is the state-of-

the-art process technology, but even smaller dimensions are expected in the near future

[9]. Device miniaturization results in reduced unit cost per circuit function. As device

dimensions decrease, the intrinsic switching time decreases. Higher speeds lead to

expanded IC functional throughput rates. As devices become smaller, they also consume

less power. Therefore, device miniaturization also reduces the energy used for each

switching operation. The energy dissipated per logic gate has decreased by over one

million times since 1959 [9].

For device scaling, it is basically tried to balance two things: device functionality and

device reliability. Both of them have to be maintained at a smaller dimensional size [I].

To accomplish this, we need to suppress any dimension related effects or short channel

effects (SCEs) as much as possible. SCEs include threshold voltage (VTh) variations

versus channel length, typically VTh rolloff at shorter channel lengths. When the device

channel length is reduced, carrier scattering mechanisms are no longer negligible.

4
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Mobility is a measure of scattering phenomenon. Mobility for various scattering

mechanisms can be modeled in terms of effective electric field. The effective mobility

depends on the channel length of the device. Mobility degrades for shorter channel

lengths. The mobility model developed for long channel MOSFET cannot effectively

measure the mobility when the device channel length enters into the nanoscale region.

The mobility for long channel length is called ballistic mobility, and for nanoscale

channel length, the mobility is called effective mobility. In this work, by means of using

semi-classical expressions, effective mobility has been calculated from the ballistic

mobility. The effective mobility is related to the channel length of MOSFETs.

1.3 Objectives

The aim of this work is to model the exact influence of scattering in the inversion layer of

nanoscale MOSFETs in terms of mobility. Mobility will be modeled for three types of

scattering: phonon scattering, surface roughness scattering and Coulomb scattering.

Effective mobility then will be derived from these mechanisms incorporating the effect of

channel length. The current-voltage characteristics of MOSFET will be obtained by using

the effective mobility model. The developed model will be applied to determine various

parameters of nanoscale MOSFETs for the full range of gate voltage and drain voltage

covering subthreshold, linear and saturation regions of operation. The results will be

compared with the available experimental and simulation data.

The principal objectives of this work are: an implementation of appropriate physics and

methodology in mobility modeling of nanoscale MOSFETs for various scattering

mechanisms; examination and assessment of current-voltage characteristics incorporating

the effective mobility.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

Nanoscale device physics and its current-volatge characteristics are described in this

work. Specially mobility in the channel inversion layer of MOSFET has been modeled to

5



obtain its current-volatge characteristics. Carrier transport in the inversion channel is

dominated by different scattering mechanisms. The carrier scattering can be determined

in terms of inversion layer mobility. For long channel devices, the scattering is ignored

in developing the current-voltage characteristics and mobility is considered constant. But

for nanoscale device, carrier scattering takes an important part in developing the drain

current. Mobility is calculated to obtain the]- V characteristics of nanoscale MOSFETs. In

this work, mobility has been measured in terms of different scattering mechanisms,

namely the phonon scattering, surface roughness scattering and Coulomb scattering. For

this, several works that were done on mobility has been considered [7-9]. Mobility due

to each scattering phenomenon has been derived in terms of effective electric field. In

order to determine the effective electric field in the MOSFET channel, the inversion layer

charge density and the depletion layer charge density has been calculated by using semi-

classical expressions. Respective curves of mobility have been plotted for a test device

with different channel lengths in the nanoscale region. The plotted curves have been

verified with the available curves obtained from simulation results [10]. The drain current

has been calculated incorporating the mobility model for different operating regions of

MOSFETs of different channel lengths. The results thus obtained have been compared

with the reported simulation [10] as well as experimental data [11].

This paper is organized as follows. Basic MOSFET theory is described in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 presents a full range analytic compact model for nanoscale MOSFETs

according to scattering theory. The mobility in the inversion channel based on the carrier

transport phenomenon is modeled for various scattering mechanisms. In chapter 4, a brief

description of the model device parameters used in this work are described. The ]-V

characteristics of nanoscale MOSFETs for different channel length, oxide thickness and

bias voltage are plotted. The results are discussed and compared with device simulation

and numerical data. Chapter 5 contains summary and conclusions of this work and

suggests possible areas for further investigation.
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Chapter 2

Basic MOSFET Theory

2.1 Introduction

A field effect transistor (FET) operates as a conducting semiconductor channel with two

ohmic contacts - the source and the drain - where the number of charge carriers in the

channel is controlled by a third contact - the gate. The most important FET is the

MOSFET (metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor). The MOSFET is composed

of an MOS diode and two p-n junctions placed adjacent to the MOS diode. In a silicon

MOSFET, the gate contact is separated from the channel by an insulating silicon dioxide

(Si02) layer. In the MOSFET, an inversion layer at the semiconductor-oxide interface

acts as a conducting channel. If the conducting channel is induced by the gate, the device

is called enhancement type MOSFET. On the other hand if the conducting channel is

diffused during fabrication it is called depletion type MOSFET. The MOSFET is

composed of a channel of n-type or p-type semiconductor material and is accordingly

called an n-channel MOSFET or a p-channel MOSFET. In an n-channel MOSFET, the

substrate is p-type silicon and the inversion charge consists of electrons that form a

conducting channel between the n+ ohmic source and the drain contacts. In this chapter

an overview of n-channel enhancement type MOSFET physics and operation is

presented.

7



2.2 Device Structure

The physical structure of an n-channel enhancement type MOSFET is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The transistor is fabricated on a p-type substrate, which is a single crystal silicon wafer.

Two heavily doped n-type regions, the n+ source and the n+ drain are created in the

substrate. A thin layer of silicon dioxide (Si02) is grown on the surface of the substrate

that acts as an insulator. The metal plate (heavily doped polysilicon is commonly used

instead of metal) on the oxide layer is called the gate.

Drain

Gate

Source

p-substrate

Substrate

Fig. 2.1: Physical structure of an n-channel enhancement type MOSFET.

As described above for the MOS capacitor, inversion charge can be induced in the

channel by applying a suitable gate voltage relative to other terminals. When positive

voltage is applied to the gate of n-channel MOSFET, positive charges are accumulated on

the gate metal and the negative charges are induced in the underlying Si-substrate,

forming a depletion region consisting a thin sheet of mobile electrons. Concentration of

the electrons in the channel can be changed by the variation of gate voltage. The onset of

strong inversion is defined in terms of a threshold voltage, VTh being applied to the gate

electrode relative to the other terminals. In order to assure that the induced inversion

8



channel extends all the way from source to drain, it is essential that the MOSFET gate

structure either overlaps slightly or aligns with the edges of these contacts (the latter is

achieved by a self-aligned process). Self-alignment is preferable since it minimizes the

parasitic gate-source and gate-drain capacitances.

2.3 Energy Band Diagram

The energy band diagram of an ideal MOS diode at zero applied voltage is shown in

Fig.2.2. The work function of a semiconductor is qrps, which is the energy difference

between the vacuum level and the Fermi level, Ep. The work function of metal is qrpm and

the work function difference is qrpmS = qrpm - qrps. The electron affinity qX is defined as

the energy difference between the conduction band edge, Ec and the vacuum level in the

semiconductor and qlflB is the energy difference between the Fermi level, Ep and the

intrinsic Fermi level, Ej• At thermal equilibrium, the Fermi level must be constant and

vacuum level must be continuous in the MOS diode. To accommodate the work function

difference, the semiconductor bands bend downward.

Gate Oxide

,j,q'l'B-------- --E~

/ Ev

p-type
semiconductor

Fig. 2.2: Energy band diagram of MOSFET at thermal equilibrium.
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The band bending can be compensated by applying a voltage across tbe gate and the

substrate equals to the work function difference qrpms' This voltage is called the flat-band

voltage, VFB and is given by [12].

VF• = qq>m-( qX+ ~ +ql/l.) (2.1)

Here, 1/1. is the bulk Fermi energy, given by tbe following expression [12].

1/1. = 2kT In(Na)
q n,

(2.2)

Where, Na is the acceptor concentration, nj is tbe intrinsic carrier concentration, k is the

Boltzmann's constant, q is the charge of electron and Tis temperature in Kelvin.

2.4 Electric Fields in MOSFET

Two distinct electric field distributions exist in tbe MOSFET structure. The transverse

field which is caused by the potential difference between tbe conductive gate and the

substrate. This field supports the substrate depletion region and inversion layer. The

lateral field which arises due to a non- zero source to drain potential. This is the main

mechanism for current flow in the MOSFET.

2.5 MOSFET Operation

When the flat band voltage, VFB is applied to the gate, the energy bands become flat and

no charge is induced in tbe channel. For n-channel MOSFET at the flat-band condition,

the concentration of holes at the insulator-semiconductor interface becomes equal to the

equilibrium concentration of holes in the p-type semiconductor. When a positive bias

(larger than VFB) is applied to the gate of MOS diode, the energy bands near the

semiconductor surface are bent downward and the majority carriers (holes) are depleted

10



at the insulator-semiconductor interface. This is called the depletion case. When a larger

positive voltage is applied, the energy bands bend downward even more so that the

intrinsic level Ei at the surface crosses the Fermi level. The number of minority carriers

(electrons) at the surface becomes greater than majority carriers (holes) and the surface is

thus inverted. This is called the inversion case. Initially the surface is in weak inversion

as the concentration of electron is small. The concentration of electron increases

exponentially with the increase of band bending. The inversion is called strong inversion

when electron concentration near the insulator-semiconductor interface becomes equal to

the substrate doping level. At the onset of strong inversion, the surface potential Iffs is

given by [12]:

kT Na
Iffs = 2lffB = 2-ln-

q n,
(2.3)

The minimum gate voltage required to create strong inversion is called threshold voltage,

VTh. When a drain-source bias VD is applied to an n-channel MOSFET in the above

threshold conducting state, electrons move in the channel inversion layer from source to

drain. A change in the gate-source voltage VG alters the electron sheet density in the

channel, modulating the channel conductance and the device current. The substrate

contact can be at the reference voltage or reverse biased with respect to the source.

After the inversion channel is formed, if a small drain voltage is applied, electrons will

flow from the source to the drain through the conducting channel. The current flows from

the drain to the source. This current is proportional to the drain to source voltage. This

region of MOSFET operation is called linear region. When the drain voltage is increased,

eventually it reaches to a point at which the inversion layer density becomes very small

(essentially zero) at the drain end. This is termed as the pinch-ojfpoint, which leads to a

saturation of the drain current, [D. The corresponding drain-source voltage, VD = VDsat, is

called the saturation voltage. This region is called saturation region of operation.

11
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2.6 I-V Characteristics of MOSFET

After the inversion layer is formed by applying gate voltage, if drain voltage is applied,

the charges in the inversion layer start to flow from the source to the drain. Current flows

from the drain to the source through the channel. The MOSFET is operated in three

regions: subthreshold, linear and saturation regions, depending on the value of bias

voltage.

When the gate voltage is below the threshold voltage, the semiconductor surface is

weakly inverted. According to the basic threshold model, the transistor is turned off, and

there is no conduction between drain and source. In reality, the Boltzmann distribution of

electron energies allows some of the more energetic electrons at the source to enter the

channel and flow to the drain, resulting in a subthreshold current that is an exponential

function of gate-source voltage. While the current between drain and source should

ideally be zero when the transistor is being used as a turned-off switch, there is a weak-

inversion current, called subthreshold current. This region of MOSFET operation for

Va< VTh is called subthreshold region.

In weak inversion, the current varies exponentially with gate-to-source bias Va. In sub-

threshold region, drain current is dominated by diffusion instead of drift. The sub-

threshold current flowing through a transistor is given by [13].

(2.4)

Where, Lch is the channel length, W is the width of the channel, Ii'if is the effective

mobility in the inversion layer. m is the body effect coefficient related to the sub-

threshold swing. The body effect coefficient, m is given by [13].

3d
m=I+-

Xd

12
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Here, Xd is the depletion layer thickness and d is the oxide thickness. MOSFET is

operated in the subthreshold region when it is used as a switch or as a memory device.

When gate voltage is larger than the threshold voltage the channel acts as a resistor. The

drain current is proportional to the drain voltage. This is called the linear region of

operation as shown in Fig. 2.3.

Source Gate VD

Depletion

Region

Channel

,,,,,"
,,,,
", ..- - -- - -- - --_ .

Fig. 2.3: MOSFET operated in the linear region.

In linear region, the drain current can be determined as [12].

(2.6)

Where, flejj is effective mobility, determined by the carrier scattering mechanisms. The

process of flejj calculation is described in the next chapter.

When the drain voltage is increased, after the inversion channel has been created, current

starts to flow between the drain and source. Since the drain voltage is higher than the gate

voltage, the electrons spread out, and conduction is not through a narrow channel but

through a broader, two- or three-dimensional current distribution extending away from

13



the interface and deeper in the substrate. The onset of this region is also known as pinch-

off to indicate the lack of channel region near the drain. The drain current is now weakly

dependent upon drain voltage and controlled primarily by the gate-source voltage. Then

the pinch-off occurs. The drain current reaches to its saturation value. At this point, the

drain voltage is called saturation voltage and the operating region is called saturation

region. These values can be found by the following equations [12].

r,

Here, K is given as follows [12].

K = _~_es_iq_N_a
Ca

14

(2.7)
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Chapter 3

Essential Physics of Carrier Transport in
Nanoscale MOSFETS

3.1 Introduction

In the previous section, electron transport in the ballistic limit has been discussed. In

practice, MOSFETs are observed to deliver an on current that is roughly 50% of the

ballistic limit [6]. Real devices operate below this limit because carriers scatter within the

device [I]. Dissipative transport can be due to many reasons. Microscopically, electrons

are confined within a very thin channel in a MOSFET. The channel is either sandwiched

by gate insulators (in thin body SOl structures), or by gate insulators and silicon

substrates (in bulk structures). In principle, the insulator surfaces can never be perfectly

smooth, and semiconductor lattices are never defect free. Also, both channel carrier

densities and impurity concentrations are typically very large and devices typically work

at relatively high temperature. All these factors contribute to carrier scattering. The goal

of this chapter is to develop an understanding of how scattering affects transistors and to

develop a simple model that extends Eqn. 2.6.

3.2 Scattering Theory

According to scattering theory, carriers are injected from the source to the low field

region at the beginning of the channel over the source channel potential barrier [4]. Some

of the injected carriers backscatter in this low field region. The length ( I ) of this low

field critical region is the distance over which the channel potential drops by

15
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approximately kT/q (called "kT layer"). The carriers that cross this kT layer feel the high

drain electric field, which acts as an absorber for the carriers.

(Low field region) : [:
~ ..•:, ,, ,, kT/q layer

Source

Drain

Fig. 3.1: Schematic representation of a nanoscale MOSFET

according to scattering theory.

The charge at the beginning of the channel (at the top of the potential barrier) is

controlled by MOS electrostatics so that the charge in the semiconductor balances that in

the gate. Ren has shown that, under equilibrium conditions (VD = 0 V) in an

electrostatically well-tempered device, equilibrium, ID MOS electrostatics apply at this

point [1]. The inversion layer density can be computed as for a ID MOS capacitor. The

inversion layer density at the source end of the channel remains nearly equal to its

equilibrium value even when a drain bias is applied. At low drain bias, the carrier

distribution at this point assumes full-Maxwellian distribution. But when drain bias is

high, the drain Fermi level is pulled down by drain bias as shown in Fig. 3.1.

For the past decade, much of the modeling and simulation work has focused on

accurately describing carrier transport within the channel. Rahman et al. [4] have

described carrier scattering in terms of a backscattering parameter, r. Some fraction of the

carriers that are injected from the source into the channel backscatter and return to the

source, while others flow out the drain and comprise the steady-state drain current. The

backscattering parameter is defined as the fraction of source-injected carriers that are

16



backscattered. For MOSFET operated in the ballistic limit,r = o. Backscattering from the

channel was determined by the critical length, I, momentum relaxation time and

unidirectional thermal velocity. Momentum relaxation time was calculated from low field

mobility. The channel backscattering coefficient was calculated assuming mobility of 120

cm2N-s for modeling a 20 nm DO MOSFET.

Lundstrom [6] developed a scattering theory of MOSFET in terms of a channel

transmission coefficient. For modeling MOSFET with 100 nm of channel length,

mobility was taken as 250 cm2N -so

A conceptual view of the essential physics of carrier transport in nanoscale MOS

transistors was presented and confirmed by numerical simulation. Key results of carrier

transport in nanoscale MOSFET are:

I. the source velocity saturates and its limit is set by thermal injection,

2. the carrier density at the top of the source to channel barrier is fixed by MOS

electrostatics,

3. scattering in very short region near the beginning of the channel limits the on-

current.

For the drain current of MOSFET, carrier scattering was measured in terms of

backscattering parameter, or channel transmission coefficient in previous models. In this

work, carrier scattering is described in terms of mobility.

3.3 Mobility

Mobility (~) is a measure of scattering, low mobility indicates a high level of scattering.

The inversion layer mobility in MOSFETs has been a very important physical quantity as

a parameter to describe the drain current and a probe to study the electric properties of a

two-dimensional carrier system.
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Mobility describes how strongly the motion of an electron is influenced by an applied

electric field. When electric field is applied to the semiconductor, carriers experience a

force from the field (in the opposite direction to the field) during the time between

collisions. The movement of charged particles under the influence of an electric field is

termed drift. Therefore an additional velocity component is superimposed upon the

thermal motion of carriers. This additional component is called drift velocity. The drift

velocity (v) is proportional to the applied electric field (E) and is given by the expression

[12].

(3.1)

Here, T c is the mean free time (or electron state lifetime), defined as the average time

between collisions and mn is the effective mass. The proportionality factor between the

drift velocity and electric field is called mobility in unit cm2N-s and is given as follows

[12].

(3.2)

Mobility is directly related to the mean free time between collisions (Eqn. 3.2), which in

turn is determined by the various scattering mechanisms. Mobility is measured in terms

of effective electric field.

3.3.1 Factors Influencing Mobility

The value of mobility (velocity per unit electric field) is influenced by several factors:

I. The mobility degradation increases with the gate bias because a higher gate

bias draws the carriers closer to the oxide-silicon interface, where they are

more influenced by the interfacial roughness.
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2. The mechanisms of conduction through the valence and conduction bands are

different, and so the mobilities associated with electrons and holes are

different. The value for electrons is more than twice that for holes at low

values of doping.

3. As the density of dopants increases, more scattering occurs during conduction.

Mobility therefore decreases as doping increases.

4. At low temperature, electrons and holes gain more energy than the lattice with

increasing temperature, therefore mobility increases. At high temperatures,

lattice scattering dominates, and thus mobility falls.

3.3.2 Mobility and Velocity Saturation

At low values of electric field, the carrier velocity is proportional to electric field, E, the

proportionality constant is the mobility. At low fields, the current density can therefore be

written in terms of mobility.

At high electric field, scattering limits the velocity to a maximum value and the

relationship above no longer holds - this is termed velocity saturation.

3.4 Effective Electric Field Calculation

The inversion layer mobility in MOSFETs has been a very important physical quantity as

a parameter to describe the drain current and a probe to study the electric properties. It is

well known that the inversion layer mobility in the MOS devices follows the universal

mobility curve when the mobility is plotted as a function of effective electric field, EejJ

independent of the substrate impurity concentration or the substrate bias. EejJ is defined

by the following equation [7].

(3.3)
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Where, q is the elementary charge, Es,is the permittivity of Si, Ndp' is the surface

concentration of the depletion charge, Ns is the surface inversion carrier concentration.

Here, 17is a key parameter in defining Eeff and it has been reported that, in order to

provide the universal relationship, the value of 17should taken to be 1/2 for the electron

mobility and 1/3 for the hole mobility [7,8]. That is, for determining the mC!bilityof n-

channel MOSFET, 17is taken as 1/2 and for p-channel MOSFET, 17is taken as 1/3.

Surface depletion carner concentration can be given by the expression [7].

(3.4)

Where, Iff. is the surface potential. The substrate impurity concentration (Na) changes

Ndpl and the resultant Eeff. The carrier concentration of the inversion layer also changes

the effective field. The surface inversion carrier concentration can be determined from

the charge of inversion layer per unit area (Qn) since Ns= Q,/q. The surface inversion

carrier concentration is a function of bias voltages and can be found by using the

following semi-classical expression [12].

(3.5)

Where, V(y) is the reverse bias applied between a point in the y direction (Fig. 2.1) along

the channel and the source electrode (which is grounded).

3.5 Scattering Mechanisms

Scattering is a general physicalprocess whereby moving particles (electrons or holes) are

forced to deviate from a straight trajectory by one or more localized non-uniformities in

the medium through which they pass.

The concept of mobility, resulting from an analysis of stationary transport where

scattering phenomena limit carrier velocity, has been widely used till today in
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microelectronics, as a measurable factor of merit and in analytic models developed to

predict device operation. If scatterings are still playing a major role in decananometer

MOSFET and cannot be neglected, ballistic transport in the channel takes a growing

importance in device operation as the gate length of MOSFETs tends to the nanometer

scale. The important scattering mechanisms affecting carrier transport in MOS devices

are:

1. Phonon scattering.

2. Surface roughness scattering,

3. Coulomb scattering

3.5.1 Phonon Scattering

Phonons are an important source of scattering in charge transport. Collective vibrations

of electrons are known as phonons. These processes are strongly dependent on phonon

occupation. In phonon scattering a carrier moving through the channel is scattered by a

vibration of the lattice, resulting from the temperature.

Electrons can be scattered into empty states at an energy E] from filled states at another

energy E]+hw by the emission of an optical phonon with energy hw. The in-scattering

rate for this mechanism is proportional to the interaction strength, the electron density at

energy E]+hw, and the number of phonons [1]. Electrons with energy E]-hw can also be

scattered into empty states at energy E] due to phonon absorption. The in-scattering rate

for this mechanism is again proportional to the interaction strength, the electron density at

energy Erhw, and the number of phonons. Carrier scattering due to electron-phonon

interaction is called phonon scattering.

The phonon scattering depends on the effective electric field and temperature. Mobility

due to phonon scattering decreases at higher electric field. The mobility limited by photon

scattering can be found by using the following formula [7].
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(3.6)
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Here, A is a constant coefficient. From the universal mobility curve, the value of A has

been selected as L75xlO'.I5. The power of T, that is, a has been determined from the

temperature dependence of the electron mobility at low electric field, where the

contributions of surface roughness scattering and Coulomb scattering are so small that the

temperature dependence of only phonon scattering can be determined. The value of a has

been taken as L9. The electron mobilities at 300 K are represented by the universal curve

as a function of Eeff independent of the substrate impurity concentrations by choosing the

value of 1] to be 1/2. Similarly, the hole mobilities are also represented by the universal

curve as a function of Eejf by choosing the value of 1] to be 1/3 as observed in [8]. Takagi

et al [7,8] have shown that universal relationships of the electron and hole mobilities do

hold up to the substrate impurity concentration of 10.18 cm-2. It has been seen that the

values of 1] for the electron and hole mobilities are 1/2 and 1/3, respectively, for a wide

range of Eejf and the substrate impurity concentration. These values are in agreement with

those reported previously [8,10].

By examining the mobility curves [7,8] at different temperatures it is seen that the

mobility limited by phonon scattering is related to Eei°.3.Hence, the value of y is taken as

(-0.3).

3.5.2 Surface Roughness Scattering

Surface roughness scattering or interface roughness scattering is the scattering of a

charged particle by an imperfect interface between two different materials. In MOSFET,

surface roughness scattering occurs due to the Si02/Si interface fluctuations. SC~~,

CMOS devices to smaller dimensions while maintaining good control of the shdtt~ j
channel effects makes it necessary to reduce the gate oxide thickness in close proportior! '

to the channel length. Thus, for devices with gate lengths below 100 nm, gate oxides near,'
.....,

to 2 nm are needed [14]. The use of such thin oxides leaves inversion layer electrons very "-(

n (
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near to the interface formed by the gate material (metal or polycrystalline silicon) and the

oxide, Si02 and Si02/Si interface. This proximity is sufficient for the transport properties

of the electrons in the channel to be modified by the imperfections of this interface. The

semiconductor/oxide interface is not perfectly smooth, and its deviation from an ideal

plane produces a potential modification affecting the electrons in the channel. These

potential modifications produce the electron scattering and consequently degradation in

their mobility. The surface roughness scattering potential is affected by the screening of

the mobile electrons in the inversion layer [14].

The electron mobility in high effective electric field is very sensitive to the surface

roughness scattering. The mobility limited by surface roughness scattering is different for

electron and hole. It is observed that in order to fit the existing mobility curves [7,8,14],

the mobility due to surface roughness scattering varies with the effective electric field as

a negative power of 2.6. The mobility limited by surface roughness scattering for electron

follows the relation [7].

- BE -p/-isr - . elf (3.7)

Here, the parameter P is determined to be 2.6 so that the total mobility fits

experimental data. The constant coefficient B is selected to be 4.5 x 1018.3.

3.5.3 Coulomb Scattering

t~e
I

(

Coulomb scattering occurs due to the substrate doping impurities and interface charges.

Coulomb scattering results when a charge carrier travels past an ionized dopant impurity

(donor or acceptor). The charge carrier path is deflected by owing to Coulomb forcb

interaction. The probability of Coulomb scattering depends on the total concentration df

ionized impurities, which is the sum of the concentration of negatively and positively

charged ions. Coulomb scattering is less significant at higher temperature. Because, at

higher temperatures, the carriers move faster and they remain near the impurity atom fdr

a shorter time and are therefore less effectively scattered. d
..
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The mobility due to Coulomb scattering can be determined using the following formulae

[8,12].

N"Te = C. 5 (3.8)

(3.9)

Where, T, is the mean free time between collisions due to Coulomb scattering and c is a

fitting parameter. mn is the effective mass of electron.

Coulomb scattering is a function rather of the inversion charge than a function of the

effective field, for the same concentration. It has been shown that when bulk-impurity

concentration, substrate bias, and charge trapped at the interface are increased, while a

rise in the Coulomb-scattering rate is produced mainly through the following

mechanisms:

a) An increase of the charged centers responsible for the scattering

(interface charge and bulk-impurities).

b) A fall in the screening of these charged centers by mobile carriers

(bulk-impurities and substrate bias).

It has been found that Coulomb scattering is actually the factor responsible for the

deviation of mobility curves from universal behavior when they are plotted versus the

transverse effective field [14]. Coulomb scattering increases as the inversion charge

increases and it is very weak at high electric fields due to the increase in screening. The

mobility behaves universally at high electric fields.

\
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3.6 Effective Mobility

The effective mobility is the total mobility that considers the effect of all the scattering

mechanisms. The effective mobility for phonon scattering, surface roughness scattering

and Coulomb scattering can be determined using Matthiessen's rule [12].

1 1 1 1-=-+-+-
fl.,ff fl.ph fl.." fl.,

(3.10)

The curve of effective mobility versus effective electric field follows the universal

relationship [7,8]. In the mobility curve, the phonon scattering and surface roughness

scattering mechanisms dominate at the higher value of electric field and the mobility due

to Coulomb scattering dominates at low value of effecti ve electric field.

There is no dependence of mobility on the oxide thickness when only phonon and surface

roughness scattering mechanisms are taken into account, but when the effect of the

Coulomb scattering is included a slight dependence on the oxide thickness appears. In

theory, and for a given value of the transverse effective field (or inversion charge

concentration) the only dependence of these scattering mechanisms on the oxide

thickness arises from the screening of the scattering potentials [14].

3.7 Mobility Reduction in Nanoscale MOSFET

Recently, the dramatic reduction of the measured mobility when decreasing the gate

length has been observed by different groups using accurate techniques [15]. The concept

of mobility, resulting from an analysis of stationary transport where carrier velocity is

limited by scattering phenomena, has been widely used till today in microelectronics as a

measurable factor of merit and as a parameter of analytical models developed to predict

device performance. If scatterings are still playing a major role in decananometer

MOSFET and cannot be neglected [15-17], ballistic transport in the channel takes a

growing importance as the gate length of MOSFETs tends to the nanometer scale.
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The effective mobility determined by Eqn. 3.10 is said to be apparent mobility. Shur-

based model [16] can be useful to describe the apparent decrease of extracted mobility

with channel length. Shur defines Kba1 as [15].

(3.11)

Here, V,h is the average thermal velocity, determined by [15].

(3.12)

Where, q is the electron charge, V,h is the average thermal velocity, k is the Boltzmann

constant and T is the temperature. The effective mobility as a function of channel length

can be found as [15].

Ptot
l+a fl,",

Kba,L,h

(3.13)

Here, 'a' is a fitting parameter which has been introduced in this work in order to match

with the experimental nanoscale data. The value of 'a' has been selected as 15 from the

available experimental results.
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Chapter 4

Results for Nanoscale MOSFETS

4.1 Test Device

The device structure that has been examined is shown in Fig. 4.1. This device is a

simplified and ultra-scaled version of a MOS transistor. Lch is the channel length or gate

length of MOSFET. The MOSFET has been studied for gate lengths (or channel lengths)

of 90 nm, 65 nm, 45 nm and 20 nm. d is the thickness of the Si02layer. An intrinsic body

is assumed in order to eliminate threshold voltage fluctuations due to variations in body

doping and to reduce mobility degradation due to ionized impurity scattering. The

substrate doping is selected ( Na = 1018 fcm3 ) such that the threshold voltage is practical

value. Here, rj is the junction depth of the source and drain.

Gate

Source

SiO,

Substrate

Drain

Fig. 4.1: Test device of an n-channel enhancement type MOSFET.
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Following parameters of MOS device are usually considered for device scaling.

Gate oxide thickness (d) : The thickness of the gate dielectric of nanoscale MOS device

must be decreased along with the channel.length to enhance the gate control in order to

overcome short-channel effects and transconductance degradation.

Junction doping : Junction depths have .been controlled by ion-implantation of the

dopants into selected regions. They are limited by diffusion during subsequent thermal

cycles. Future generations of technology require steeper doping profile, but present

annealing technology is unable to produce sufficiently steep doping gradients at the edge

of the source/drain regions.

Source and drain (rj) : Shallow junctions in the Source / Drain regions are needed to

minimize the short channel effects in scaling of sub-lOa nm MOSFETs. The ITRS

roadmap predicts that the SD depths should be as low as 10 nm to achieve a channel

length of 50 nm [18]. In this work, SID junction depth is taken as one fifth of the channel

length.

4.2 Inversion Layer Carrier Concentration

When a positive voltage is applied to the gate terminal of the n-channel MOSFET,

electrons are induced under the Si-SiOz layer. When the voltage is increased,

concentration of the carriers increases. A channel is formed in between the source and

drain through the p-type substrate. The device is operated when strong inversion is

occurred. Concentration of the inversion layer depends on the gate voltage as well as on

the drain voltage. Fig. 4.2 shows the electron concentration in the channel as a function of

gate voltage (VG) in semi log scale. The continuous line shows the curve drawn using the

proposed model. The symbols represent schred 2.0 predicted value of electron

concentration done by Ren [I]. At moderate VG, the predicted values are different from

the proposed values. This is the subthreshold region. But beyond the subthreshold region,

difference between the two values is almost undetectable.
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d=2nm
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This work
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predicted electron
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Fig. 4.2: Carrier concentration in inversion layer as a function of gate voltage.

The carrier concentration if is plotted against the effective field (Fig. 4.3), it is seen that

the inversion charges increases with the effective field. Inversion carrier concentration

increases at higher rate in low effective field. The increment rate of carrier concentration

decreases at higher field. This is because the pinch-off point occurs and charges remain

constant even if the voltage is increased beyond the saturation value.
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Fig. 4.3: Inversion carrier concentration versus effective electric field.

4.3 Threshold Voltage Roll-off:

The threshold voltage is defined for long-channel MOSFETs as the gate voltage that

causes the channel inversion and then enables conduction. For short channel devices, the

channel depletion region is influenced by source-bulk and drain-bulk junctions.

Threshold voltage depends on geometrical parameters such as effective length and

junction shape.

The short channel effect (SeE), one of the most critical problems of nanoscale MOSFET

devices, will decrease the MOSFET threshold voltage, called VTh roll-off. As the channel

length of MOSFET is reduced to nanoscale region, the charge distribution in the channel
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is influenced by the fields originating from the source/drain. Threshold voltage in the

linear region becomes less positive for n-channel MOSFETs when the channel length is

decreased. Threshold voltage fluctuation for channel length reduction can be determined

using the following formula [12]:

(4.1)

Here, rj is the depth of source and drain junction, Wm is the maximum width of the

depletion layer. The parameter k is introduced here and its value is selected from the

experimental results [19] so that the semi-classical expression can be applied for

nanoscale MOSFET. It is seen that k is equal to dlLch.

Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the threshold voltage fluctuation and the

nanoscale channel length. The continuous curve of threshold voltage shift versus gate

length is obtained for the proposed model and the symbols are the experimental results of

Fjeldly T. A. and Shur [19]. A good agreement between the model and experimental

results are seen in the figure. It is seen that for channel length above 50 nm, threshold

voltage fluctuation is less than that compared to channel length below 50 nm. That is,

threshold voltage decreases very sharply when channel length is below 50 nm.
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Fig. 4.4: Decrease in threshold voltage (!:1V,h) with the channel length. The symbols

represent experimental result (Fjeldly T. A. and Shur [19] )

Figure 4.5 shows that threshold voltage is near to 0.3 V for device channel length in the

nanoscale region. For shorter channel lengths, value of the threshold voltage reduces.

Threshold voltage shift is due to the reduction of charges in the depletion layer for

channel length reduction.
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Fig. 4.5: Threshold voltage roll-off of MOSFET for nanoscale channel length.

Threshold voltage decreases as the thickness of Si02 is decreased. This is because, as the

thickness of oxide is reduced, the amount of gate voltage required to create strong

inversion is decreased.

4.4 Mobility Due to Phonon Scattering

Mobility limited by the phonon scattering degrades for increased effective field. This is

because, as the effective field (energy) on the electron increases, the probability of

scattering by phonon emission decreases. These dependencies are consistent with the

previously reported theoretical and experimental results [7-9].
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Fig. 4.6: Mobility due to phonon scattering versus effective field.

Phonon scattering depends on the temperature. Mobility limited by the phonon scattering

is very high at lower temperature as shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.7: Mobility limited by phonon scattering as a function of temperature.

An important effect that appears in inversion layer with decreasing thickness of the

silicon layer is an increase in the phonon-scattering rate. For the same inversion charge

concentration, the phonon-scattering rate is greater in thinner films than in thicker ones.

Since the confinement is greater, reduction in the mobility occurs.

4.5 Mobility Due to Surface Roughness Scattering

The mobility limited by the surface roughness scattering is shown in Fig. 4.8. It is seen

that the mobility deviates at high effective field. Mobility degrades due to the potential

modification due to imperfect interface. These potential modifications produce the

electron scattering and consequently degradation in the mobility. The surface roughness
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scattering potential is affected by the screening of the mobile electrons in the inversion

layer.
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Fig. 4.8: Mobility due to surface roughness scattering versus effective electric field.

4.6 Mobility Due to Coulomb Scattering

It is known that there are three types of Coulomb scattering centers that can affect the

inversion layer mobility; substrate impurities, interface state charges and charges trapped

in Si02 for low value of Na. The Coulomb interaction between the inversion layer

electrons and the charges localized near the interface such as interface states or trapped

charges become stronger with an increase in Ns, because the average position of electrons

approaches the interface more. This effect can compensate the screening effect to some

extent and as a result, the Ns dependence becomes weaker.
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Fig. 4.9: Mobility due to Coulomb scattering versus inversion carrier concentration.

Coulomb scattering rate can be characterized as a function of inversion carrier

concentration (Ns), which is directly related to the screening effect and the electron

energy. In Fig. 4.9, mobility due. to Coulomb scattering is plotted as a function of

inversion carrier concentration. It is seen that Coulomb scattering rate increases with the

increase of Ns. This is compared with that determined by Takagi et al. [8] at temperature

300K. Takagi determined the values from the deviation of universal mobility curve due to

Coulomb scattering. For this, mobility determined by the combined effect of surface

roughness and phonon scattering was subtracted from the universal mobility curve. These

values (triangles) are in good agreement with the curve of proposed model.

Coulomb scattering versus effective field is plotted in Fig. 4.10. The higher the effective

field, the lower the Coulomb scattering, due to a rise in the screening of the charged
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centers as mobile-carrier density increases. On substrates with higher impurity

concentrations, the electron and hole mobilities significantly deviate from the universal

curves at lower surface carrier concentrations because of Coulomb scattering by the

substrate impurity.
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Figure 4.10: Mobility due to Coulomb scattering versus effective electric field.

4.7 Effective Mobility

The effective mobility is obtained considering three scattering mechanisms, phonon

scattering, surface roughness scattering and Coulomb scattering. The effective mobility

curve is similar to the universal mobility curve described by Takagi et al. [7,8]. At the

lower value of electric field, Coulomb scattering is responsible for the deviation of the

effective mobility curve. Because the surface inversion charge concentration is low at this
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regIOn. As the field increases, charge concentration increases (Fig. 4.3), the Coulomb

scattering increases (Fig. 4.10). But surface roughness scattering and phonon scattering

become stronger than Coulomb scattering at the higher value of carrier concentration, as

the effective field is increased in proportion to the charge concentration. The effective

mobility at higher electric field is due to the phonon scattering and surface roughness

scattering.

If the nanoscale device physics is not considered in the mobility curve, the mobility is

termed as the ballistic or apparent mobility. For MOSFETs with nanoscale channel

lengths, the mobility thus obtained has to be modified. As experimentally observed

elsewhere, the mobility extracted from electrical characteristics decreases with the

shrinking of the channel length. The mobility may be linked to the long-channel mobility

and to a ballistic mobility using Mathiessen's rule as described earlier. Relationship

between the mobility and the channel length can be found by using equation no 3.11,3.12

and 3.13. It has been seen that the mobility is degraded when modeled for nanoscale

channel lengths.

Effective mobility for nanoscale MOSFETs is shown it the following figure. It shows the

effective mobility for 50 nm of channel length considering the nanoscale device physics.

Experimental and simulation results [28] are interpolated on this curve. It is seen that

simulation curve of Walczak and Majkusiak deviate from the experimental results at

lower effective field. The mobility curve for this model is very close to the experimental

value and shows better result.
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Fig.4.II: Effective mobility in nanoscale MOSFETs.

Relationship between the effective mobility and channel lengths can be observed by

plotting mobility curves at several channel lengths of MOSFET. When the channel length

is decreased, the effective mobility is reduced.
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Fig. 4.12: Effective mobility versus channel length. Experimental mobility (squares)

[23] and simulation results (circles) [IS].

Using semi-classical Monte Carlo (Me) device simulator MONACO, mobility of

nanoscale MOSFETs was obtained [IS], shown as circles in Fig. 4.12. MONACO is a

particle MC device simulator coupled with 2D or 3D Poisson's solver. In simulating

MOSFET, scattering mechanisms related to phonons, ionized impurities and Si02/Si

surface roughness were considered. Quantization effects were not taken into account. The

proposed model is in good agreement with the MONACO simulation results. It is very

close to all data observed experimentall y in nanoscale devices [23].
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Fig. 4.13: Effective mobility versus effective electric field for different channel lengths.

The above figure shows the effective mobility curves for channel lengths of 90 nm, 70

nm, 50 nm and 25 nm. It shows that the maximum effective mobility is about 250

cm2N-s for MOSFET with 90 nm of channel length. Whereas, for channel length of 25

nm, the effective mobility is about 165 cm2N-s. So it is seen that mobility curve shifts

downward for shorter channel lengths. Each mobility curve in the above figure is similar

to the universal mobility curve [8,10]

In order to understand the E'if dependences quantitatively, it is necessary to characterize

the universal curve in terms of scattering mechanism. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show a

schematic diagram of the E'if dependences on the basis of a general understanding of the

inversion layer mobility. According to this diagram, the universal curve can be divided
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into phonon scattering, Coulomb scattering and surface roughness scattering term. The

individual and effective mobility curves for this model are plotted as a function of

effective field. The effective field is a function of gate bias and drain bias. Figure 4.14 is

plotted when effective field is a function of gate voltage, drain voltage is kept constant.

Figure 4.15 is plotted when effective field is a function of drain voltage, gate voltage is

kept constant. These figures are compared with Takagi's mobility curve [7,8] and very

good agreement is obtained.

d=2nm
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Lch = 50nm

Surface
roughness
scattering

Phonon
scattering

Effective
mobility

_~l _

100

1 1.2 1A 1.6 1.8
Effective field (MY fcm)

2 2.2

Fig. 4.14: Mobility versus effective electric field as a function of gate voltage.

The individual mobility curves for the proposed model are similar to Takagi's mobility

curve of three scattering mechanisms. The effective mobility of the proposed model lies

below that of Takagi when two figures are compared. The reason behind this is: in
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Takagi's mobility model, no consideration for channel length was present. It is seen that

mobility extracted from electrical characteristics decreases for shrinking of channel

length [15]. In the proposed model, scattering mechanisms are channel length

independent. The effect of channel length on the mobility is considered in deriving the

effective mobility of nanoscale MOSFET. Ballistic mobility is determined from the

scattering mechanisms and then effective mobility is determined from this ballistic

mobility using Eqn. 3.13 by means of considering the effect of nanoscale channel length.

Effective mobility is always less than the ballistic mobility as the mobility degrades for

short channel when compared to the long channel device. Hence, the effective mobility

curve for proposed model is below Takagi's effective mobility curve.
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Fig. 4.15: Mobility versus effective electric field as a function of drain voltage.
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4.8 Current-Voltage Characteristics

For the derivation of drain current, mobility has been determined for different scattering

phenomenon. Mobility depends on the effective electric field in the inversion channel.

Effective field is created by applying the gate voltage and the drain voltage. The 1-V

characteristics of MOSFET can be of two types: 1D-VG curve or the transfer

characteristics and 1D-VD curve or the output characteristics. These are described as

follows.

4.8.1 Transfer Characteristics (In-VG)

In MOSFET operation, three different regions are distinguished; the "subthreshold"

region, in which the transistor effectively passes extremely low current; the "linear"

region, in which the behavior is ohmic, and the "saturation" region, in which the current

is nearly constant.

If no charge is applied to the gate, the source and drain regions are separated by reverse

biased pn junctions, and no current can flow between the source and drain of the

transistor (the off impedance is normally of the order of thousands of mega ohms).

When the gate voltage is applied, charges in the inversion layer increases resulting in an

increase in the effective field. The effective mobility increases with the gate voltage

(FigA.16). The mobility curve degrades when the gate voltage is large enough. The

degradation is due to the phonon scattering and surface roughness scattering.
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Fig. 4.16: Effective mobility as a function of gate voltage at a constant drain voltage.

The drain current in the subthreshold region occurs when VG is below the threshold

voltage. Subthreshold drain current is much lower than the device on-current. It depends
on the channel length of the device. For 25nm MOSFET with 1.5 nm of oxide thickness,

the subthreshold current is shown in figure. The point on the curve where the slope

changes is the threshold voltage.
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Fig. 4.18: Drain current versus gate voltage.

The drain current versus gate voltage characteristics or the transfer characteristics of n-

channel MOSFET with 25 nm of channel length is shown in Fig. 4.18, White symbols

represent data of quantum mechanical simulation result [9], Black symbols represent

simulated result without considering quantum mechanical effect [9]. From figure, it is

seen that quantum analysis gives lower value of current than that obtained from barrier

potential analysis. The quantization effects lead to threshold voltage increase of about

220 mV, The shift in the threshold voltage leads to a decrease in the on-state current by

30 % [9]. The transfer characteristics for the proposed model lies very close to the

quantum mechanical simulation results, which shows the acceptability of the proposed

model.
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The ID- VG curve or the transfer characteristics in semi-logarithmic scale is shown in

figure.
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Fig. 4.19: Drain current versus gate voltage in semi log scale.

4.8.1.1 Effect of Drain Voltage

Effect of drain voltage on the output characteristics is shown in Fig~ 4.20. It shows the

effect of drain voltage on the drain current when plotted against the gate voltage of a

nanoscale MOSFET with a channel length of 50 nm. One In -VG curve is plotted for a

fixed drain voltage. The upper curve is plotted for drain voltage of IV. When lower drain

voltages are applied, value of the drain current is decreased and the curves move
' ...'-~.
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downward. Lower curves are plotted for drain voltages of IV, 0.8V and 0.2V

respectively.
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Fig. 4.20: Effect of drain voltage on drain current versus gate voltage.

4.8.1.2 Effect of Channel Length

The mobility of MOSFET strongly depends on the device channel length. Hence, the

drain current is different when channel length is varied. Drain current plotted against the

gate voltage for different channel lengths are shown in Fig. 4.21. The channel lengths are

90 nm, 70 nm, 50 nm and 25 nm. Current is higher for lower values of channel lengths.

As the channel length is decreased, voltage required to tum on the device is reduced. The

oxide thickness is 2.5 nm.
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Fig. 4.21: Drain current versus gate voltage for different channel lengths.

4.8.1.3 Effect of Oxide Thickness

The gate current depends on the thickness of oxide. For thinner oxide, more charges are

accumulated in the semiconductor/oxide interface and the drain current increases for the

same amount of gate voltage. This is shown in the following figure.
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Fig. 4.22: Drain current versus gate voltage at different oxide thickness.

4.8.2 Output Characteristics (ID• VD)

The drain current of MOS device is proportional to the mobility of the inversion channel.

At first the influence of the drain voltage on the mobility is considered. Figure 4.23

shows the effect of drain voltage on the effective mobility. Scattering in the inversion

channel is very high at low drain bias. Carrier scattering at low bias plays an important

role in the on-current of the device. As the drain bias in increased, the carriers cannot

scatter as before and the mobility due to carrier scattering is limited.
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Fig. 4.23: Effective mobility as a function of drain voltage.
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The drain current of an n-channel MOSFET with 50 nm of channel length is plotted in

Fig. 4.24 considering the effect of mobility. The oxide thickness is taken as 2.5 nm and

the gate voltage is IV. An n-channel MOSFET with the same parameter is simulated by

Choi [24] using nanoMOS simulator. The simulated values are shown as circles and

interpolated on the output characteristics curve.
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Fig. 4.24: Drain current versus drain voltage (output characteristics). The solid line is

from the analytical models and the points are from nanoMOS simulations [24].

In the hydrodynamic (HD) model, the transport equations are derived taking moments of

the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), which are similar to the hydrodynamic flow

equations of fluid dynamics [24]. The drift-diffusion model is a first-order approximation

to the momentum balance equation; it ignores the spatial variation of the average carrier

energy and assumes that the mobility is uniquely specified by the local electric field. The

HD model includes the energy gradient in the current equation and assumes that the

mobility is a function of the average carrier energy. The drift-diffusion (DD)

approximation treats carrier transport in some average fashion, considering carriers to be

in thermal equilibrium with the silicon lattice. The drift-diffusion model breaks down in
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ultra-small devices where high fields and rapid spatial variations of the electric field are

presented.

The transfer characteristics in semi log scale is plotted as shown in Fig. 4.25. The

threshold voltage can be found from the curve at the point where the slope of In changes

very sharply.
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Fig. 4.25: Drain current versus drain voltage in semi log scale.

4.8.2.1 Effect of Gate Voltage

The drain current of an n-channel MOSFET whose effective channel length is 25 nm and

physical oxide thickness is 1.5 nm is simulated to observe the effect of gate voltage. The

junction depth is 30 nm and the body thickness is assumed to be 45 nm. The parameters
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of MOSFET are selected in order to compare with the available data of quantum

mechanical analysis [18].
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Fig. 4.26: Effect of gate voltage on output characteristics. Comparison of the ID-VD

characteristics between developed model and NANOCAD simulation results [18].

Drain current versus drain voltage curve moves upward as the gate voltage is increased

as shown in Fig. 4.26. The symbols (circle) represent the data obtained from NANOCAD

program, which is used for the modeling and simulation of carrier transport in nanoscale

MOSFET devices including quantum-mechanical effects [18]. The simulation in

NANOCAD used DO (Density-gradient) model including an effective quantum potential

in the drift term.
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The saturation current increases for higher bias as seen from the above figure. The locus

of saturation is shown in Fig. 4.27.
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Fig. 4.27: Locus of saturation from the output characteristics. (V G = 1.2 V, 1.1 V, 1 V,

0.9 V, 0.8 V, O.7 V, 0.6 V, 0.5 V, 0.4 V, 0.3 V, 0.2 V).The dashed line represents the

locus of saturation drain current.

4.8.2.2 Effect of Channel Length

The drain current versus drain voltage is plotted in Fig. 4.28 for different channel lengths

at an oxide thickness of 2.5 nm. As the channel length is decreased, the drain current is

increased. The saturation voltage (drain) decreases for decreasing the channel length.
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Drain current reaches to its saturation value earlier for device with decreased channel

length.
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Fig. 4.28: Effect of channel length on the output characteristics.

The proposed model has been compared with various simulation results. The lowest

curve stands for the output characteristics curve of 90 nm MOSFET. This I-V curve is

compared with the SPICE simulation result done by Khafaji [10]. The proposed model

shows good agreement with the simulation data.

The drain saturation current for shorter channel length is higher. This is shown in Fig.

4.29, where, saturation current is plotted against channel length and compared with

Choi's simulation [17]. Some data lie on the curve drawn using the proposed model.
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Fig. 4.29: Saturation drain current versus channel length.

4.8.2.3 Effect of Oxide Thickness

Drain current is highly affected by the thickness of oxide. As the oxide thickness is

decreased, more charges are gathered in the Si/SiOz interface. So the inversion layer

charge concentration increases, resulting in an increase in drain current as shown the

following figure.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary

There are a number of issues in scaling MOSFET devices, particularly for the sub-IOO

nm technology evolution. Even though Monte Carlo device simulation has been

established as a powerful tool for the investigation of ballistic effects in deep submicron

MOSFETs, its excessive computation time is a burden for practical design applications

[21].

This thesis addresses device physics, modeling and design issues of nanoscale transistors.

A simple drain current model considering the carrier transport in the inversion channel is

presented. To model the carrier scattering in the channel region, new expressions for

mobility are developed using semi-classical approach. This approach provides improved

physical insight of carrier transport in nanoscale devices and shows good agreement with

the device simulation results.

The effective mobility has been measured in the inversion channel of n-channel

MOSFETs by means of calculating the effective electric field. The same expressions can

be used for measuring inversion layer mobility and hence drain current of p-channel

nanoscale MOSFETs if the value of 11is taken as 1/3.

The remote surface roughness scattering is an important scattering mechanism that

should be taken into account when oxide thickness is thin enough. In this mobility model,
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mobility limited by remote surface roughness scattering has not been considered.

However, when Coulomb scattering is considered, the effects of this new scattering

source are partially masked by the contribution of Coulomb scattering [13].

The device structure studied is MOSFET, with extremely scaled channel lengths (90 nm,

70 nm, 50 nm, 25 nm) and oxide thickness (1.5 nm to 3 nm). A good fit is obtained for

the subthreshold, linear, and saturation regions of the I-V characteristics. No additional

assumptions are made to fit the subthreshold and saturation currents. This agreement

between the theoretical and experimental [-V curves serves as a verification of the new

mobility model developed in this work.

Limitations of gate length reduction in terms of the suppression of shorl channel effects

are estimated to be around 25 nm [21]. In the ultra-shorl-channel device regime, the drift-

diffusion model breaks down, especially where rapid spatial variations of potential are

observed. In such cases, the scattering events are no longer localized, and carriers may

acquire excess thermal energies near the drain. These carriers are not in thermal

equilibrium with the silicon lattice, which is referred to hot carrier effects. Under these

circumstances, it is possible for the carrier velocity to exceed the saturation velocity,

which is so called velocity overshoot.

The results show that the physics that determines the steady-state current of a MOSFET

can be understood in terms of a simple model. This view of nanoscale MOSFET device

physics should provide a useful guide for experimental and theoretical work, for

developing compact models, and for interpreting detailed simulations.
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5.2 Recommendation for Future Works

For the future study of the present work, suggestions for several topics are as follows:

Other scattering mechanisms can be included in this model. A more rigorous treatment of

carrier transport under spatially non-uniform high-field conditions can be modeled using

quantum mechanical analysis. The scattering mechanisms can be classified into the phase

breaking scattering mechanisms and the coherent scattering mechanisms. The phonon

scattering considered in this work is one of the phase breaking scattering mechanisms,

whereas the Coulomb scattering and the surface roughness scattering are coherent

scattering mechanisms. The remote surface roughness scattering can be added to the

mobility modeling, specially when the oxide thickness is less than 2 nm. In principle, we

can include the coherent scattering mechanism by adding "static" perturbation potential

to the external potential, which will give the characteristics of individual devices.

Alternatively, we can consider the ensemble of devices, and include the average effect of

coherent scattering mechanisms in the simulation.

The effect of strain and crystal orientation can also be included, which are practically

important nowadays, since they can be utilized to enhance the performance of the

transistors.

The gate tunneling current can be modeled in order to determine directions of future gate

oxide scaling. When a large positive bias is applied to the gate electrode, electrons in the

strongly inverted surface can tunnel through the oxide layer and hence produce a gate

current. Similarly, if a large negative voltage is applied to the gate electrode, electrons

from the n+polysilicon can tunnel in the opposite direction. Very thin gate oxides are

required for sub-IOO nm generations. For such thin oxides, gate leakage current due to

direct tunneling becomes unacceptably large.

This model can be used as a verification tool of other simplified transport models. For

example, the drift-diffusion model is still the most popular transport model in the
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industry, and it will keep its role in the near future. Therefore, this model can guide its

extendability and limitation. On the other hand, we can develop more accurate transport

model that includes the quantum effects as well as the effects of the quasi-ballistic

transport with the help of the model developed.

To farther develop this circuit model, several additional factors have to be addressed (e.g.

2D electrostatics and the influence of degenerate carrier statistics on the critical channel

length). New models of this class can provide a useful conceptual guide for device

development as well as circuit models for new, unconventional transistors.

The demand for new material and technologies becomes increasing in the nanometer

CMOS regime. Hence, understanding of mobility enhancement in the germanium

strained silicon, reliability and mobility degradation in the high-k gate dielectrics, and

various device parameters in the metal electrodes are required. Scaling CMOS towards

the 25 nm channel length generation requires innovative device structures to circumvent

barriers due to the fundamental physics in the conventional MOSFETs. These are SOl,

back-gate FET, double-gate FET and FinFET. Fundamental issues for these structures

such as the physics of carrier transport in very thin silicon channel must be further

understood.
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